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Abstract
In this work we analyze the amount of forgetting on sequential Atari games learning using Deep
Reinforcement Learning. Specifically, we show that while catastrophic forgetting is found to be highly
disruptive in terms of the behavior of an agent, the changes to the parameters of its neural network are
not as drastic as it could seem from the large drop in performance. Indeed, it is found that relatively
short periods of retraining on previously learnt tasks are often sufficient to quickly recover and improve
the lost performance.
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Introduction

Catastrophic forgetting is a problem that affects a variety of biological and artificial learning systems, whereby sequential
training on two different tasks results in a degraded performance on the first task [1, 2].
A wide variety of solutions have been proposed, from rehearsing previous samples or pseudo-samples [3], to employing
sparse representations with reduced overlap between tasks [4], to solutions like Progressive Neural Networks [5], PathNet
[6], Incremental Moment Matching [7], Memory Aware Synapses [8], and regularization methods aimed at protecting
weights that are important for the previous tasks, like Elastic Weight Consolidation [9] and Synaptic Intelligence [10].
More detailed reviews are available in the literature [11, 12].
Of all the proposed solutions, Elastic Weight Consolidation [9] is the only one that has been benchmarked on a sequential
Atari games learning benchmark, achieving a high performance on sets of 10 games repeatedly trained on in random
alternation.
Here we use a simplified version of the protocol to analyze the amount of forgetting in Deep Reinforcement Learning on
the sequential Atari benchmark. Specifically, we investigate whether a drop in performance on previous games down to
random-play levels reflects major changes in the parameters of the neural network of the agent, or whether it is due to
more subtle changes. In particular, we measure the actual degree of catastrophic forgetting due to training on intervening
games as the amount of retraining required for the agent to recover the performance lost due to interference.
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Methods

We tested a simplified sequential reinforcement learning protocol using pairs of Atari games from the OpenAI Gym
library [13] and the Arcade Learning Environment [14]. The protocol consisted in training an agent on a first
game for 10M frames, followed by 10M frames of a second game and another 10M frames on the first game. 5
game pairs were tested, Pong+Tennis, FishingDerby+NameThisGame, RoadRunner+Pong, BeamRider+Assault
and Atlantis+RoadRunner. A Deep Reinforcement Learning agent was built using the GA3C [15] variant of the
A3C algorithm [16], where all experiences from the worker threads were pooled together and processed by a single
training thread. The input frames were converted to grayscale, cropped and re-scaled to 84 × 84 pixels, and input
states consisted of a history of 4 consecutive frames, as done in [17]. The network used was a CNN shaped as
{Conv2D(32, 8s4), (Conv2D(64, 4s2), {Conv2D(64, 3s1), F C(512)}, followed by two output layers, one of size
1 (critic) and one of size 18 (actor π), with one output for each possible action. The entropy of the policy π was also
added to the training loss as done in [16], with coefficient β = 0.01. The Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) activation
[18] was used for every layer except for the output ones, that used a linear activation (critic) and a softmax activation
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(actor). Training was performed using the RMSProp optimizer [19] with η = 0.0003, decay 0.95, momentum 0.0, and
 = 0.01. All gradients were clipped individually to [−1, 1] and then globally (as suggested in [20]) with a clip norm of
50. Instantaneous rewards were also clipped to [−1, 1]. A discount factor λ = 0.99 was used.
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Results

The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 1. The games scores were converted to human-normalized scores as in
[17]. Catastrophic forgetting was observed in all the simulations for both games on subsequent training of the other game.
However, retraining on the first game was found to recover and improve the performance achieved after first training
on it. This can be seen in the bottom row, where the learning progress on the first game is compared between its first
and second training phases (first and last blocks of 10M frames). The results were averaged over 5 repetitions of each
simulation. The performance of the agent was tested every 50000 frames as an average of the total score achieved on
each game over 5 episodes of at most 10000 frames, without updating the weights of the network.
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Figure 1: Plot of the human-normalized scores of a GA3C agent trained on pairs of games in alternation (10M frames on the first
game, 10M frames on the second game, and 10M frames of retraining on the first game). Catastrophic forgetting is observed for both
games on subsequent training of the other game. However, retraining on the first game is found to quickly recover the lost performance.
The top row shows the score achieved by the agent on each game during training, tested every 50000 frames. The bottom row overlays
the scores achieved on the first game at its first training phase (first 10M frames) and second retraining phase (last 10M frames).
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Discussion & Conclusion

Catastrophic forgetting was found in all the game pairs tested, with performance on the first game being quickly disrupted
by the successive training on the second game, on which performance was in turn disrupted by retraining on the first game.
However, it was found that the actual amount of forgetting in the model was milder than that reflected on the decrease in
performance. Indeed, retraining the agent on the first game could recover and improve the previous performance with a
significantly smaller number of weight updates as originally necessary. Forgetting was thus highly disruptive in terms of
the behavior of the agent, but the actual changes to its network’s parameters were probably limited. This is line with the
intuition that in very high-dimensional weight spaces it may not be difficult to find parameters optimal for a task that are
close to the parameters that are optimal for other tasks, as suggested in [9].
It is further important to observe that the amount of interference was specific to the game pairs used. The difference
may be explained by the known influence of the degree of overlap between the representations learnt by neural networks
trained on different tasks, for which high overlap leads to more disruptive interference [21, 22, 11]. It is also interesting
that training on Pong (first 10M frames, first column of Fig. 1) resulted in significant performance improvements on
Tennis, even though that game had never been seen by the agent before.
Finally, the results we presented suggest that systems explicitly designed to mitigate the problem of catastrophic forgetting
may still benefit significantly from some alternation in the exposure to the training tasks, as for example was recently
done in [9], even with long switching times that would not otherwise work in traditional multi-task learning. These results
further suggest that it may even be the case that simpler, approximate solutions to the problem may be able to achieve
non-trivial multi-task performance on the Atari games benchmark.
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